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a b s t r a c t
Advanced nuclear reactors offer safe, clean, and reliable energy at the global scale. The development of such
devices relies heavily upon computational models, from the pre-conceptual stages through detailed design,
licensing, and operation. An integrated reactor modeling framework that enables seamless communication,
coupling, automation, and continuous development brings significant new capabilities and efficiencies to
the practice of reactor design. In such a system, key performance metrics (e.g., optimal fuel management,
peak cladding temperature in design-basis accidents, levelized cost of electricity) can be explicitly linked to
design inputs (e.g., assembly duct thickness, tolerances), enabling an exceptional level of design consistency.
Coupled with high-performance computing, thousands of integrated cases can be executed simultaneously
to analyze the full system, perform complete sensitivity studies, and efficiently and robustly evaluate various design tradeoffs. TerraPower has developed such a tool—the Advanced Reactor Modeling Interface (ARMI)
code system—and has deployed it to support the TerraPower Traveling Wave Reactor design and other innovative energy products currently under development. The ARMI code system employs pre-existing tools
with strong pedigrees alongside many new physics and data management modules necessary for innovative
design. Verification and validation against previous and new physical measurements, which remain an essential element of any sound design, are being carried out. This paper summarizes the integrated core engineering tools and practices in production at TerraPower.
© 2017 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of the Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Computing environments provide all engineering design efforts
with vast virtual laboratories in which ideas can mature into sophisticated, well-optimized systems. Leveraging such virtual facilities
has been and remains particularly essential to progress in the nuclear industry due to the associated complex physics and high experimental costs. Indeed, modern computing and nuclear technology
were born together, as the first digital computer’s first task was to
solve a set of partial differential equations modeling deuteriumtritium behavior for Edward Teller in 1945 [1].
The first nuclear reactors were designed with analytic methods informed by experiments. Soon, radiation transport problems
were being solved numerically on early computers to supplement
shielding and core design activities. In 1949, submarine reactor de-

signers at Knoll’s Atomic Power Laboratory obtained the first known
computer solution of the neutron diffusion equation on an IBM 604
[2]. Increasingly powerful computers, as well as the advent of the
Fortran programming language on the IBM 704 in 1957, enabled
more sophisticated physics to be treated numerically. Concurrent
advances in storage technology enabled the inclusion of extended
nuclear data libraries, a key input to reactor simulations representing reaction probabilities. To this day, however, new reactor design
concepts are generally simulated physically, often by zero-power
critical arrangements of fuel assemblies in experimental core mockup facilities.
From the 1970s through the 1990s, reactor simulation software
became increasingly precise for isolated physics problems, covering
the neutronics, heat transfer, fuel performance, transient analysis,
and mechanical fields, among others. These codes were largely
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developed independently from one another, with individual subject
matter experts being responsible for understanding their range of
applicability and operation. In many cases, design teams created
standard interface files to transfer data, allowing full system treatment in a somewhat manual, though effective fashion. Many commercial tools now perform some essential physics coupling (e.g.,
neutronics and thermal/hydraulics in water-cooled reactors), but
much modeling focus in the advanced reactor regime has been on
increasingly high-fidelity physics models, taking advantage of modern computer architectures to minimize approximations. Today’s
ongoing high-fidelity and multiphysics simulation efforts are a scientific endeavor aimed at reducing uncertainties, enhancing understanding, and enabling predictive capabilities. However, they are not
meant to be directly usable by the industry yet.
In 2006, TerraPower set out to develop sustainable, scalable, and
low-carbon energy in the Traveling Wave Reactor (TWR) program,
featuring a fourth-generation, sodium-cooled, metal-fueled reactor unique in that it uses a once-through deep-burn fuel cycle to
achieve many fast reactor capabilities (natural safety, reduced waste,
reduction and eventual elimination of enrichment, and high fuel and
thermal efficiency) without requiring reprocessing [3]. High-fidelity
(but decoupled) physics models demonstrated the fundamental feasibility of the TWR design. As the organization grew, new software
was developed and procured to support the evolving reactor design.
In June 2009, development of the Advanced Reactor Modeling Interface (ARMI) code system began with the intent of incorporating new
and existing physics modeling tools with data management and automation routines into a consistent reactor design toolbox. The relatively clean slate and initially small team provided the impetus for
applying modern design patterns and programming practices to the
challenge of highly efficient, scalable, and integrated reactor design.
As the framework and data management developed, subject experts
focused on creating new physics modules or adapters to high-quality
external physics solvers. As the tools were integrated, each member
of each team could seamlessly run the entire system analysis, from
specifying the pin dimensions and tolerances to computing the system cost and peak cladding temperature during design-basis transients. Detailed and meaningful design, innovation, and sensitivity
studies could be done with ease. Such a system has allowed TerraPower to develop its designs with aggressive timescales and small,
agile teams.
2. Architecture
The ARMI framework comprises two key entities: the reactor
model and the interface stack. The reactor model is responsible for
maintaining a self-consistent state representing the full physical description of the reactor, including the geometry, material properties,

power, temperatures, and so forth. The interface stack is responsible
for performing various physics modeling activities using and updating the reactor model. This object-oriented architecture allows
the coupling of reactor physics and analysis tools while promoting
the decoupling of the source code itself, which is ideal, given the
breadth of advanced nuclear design tools and the specialization of
engineers with expertise in operating them. The diverse specialization of the ARMI contributors (who typically have advanced degrees
in engineering) suggests the use of a high-level programming language for data management that can be learned relatively quickly
(i.e., Python† for the majority of the code).
2.1. Reactor model
The reactor model in the ARMI code system is a composite pattern
[4] mirroring physical components of a nuclear reactor core, as depicted in Fig. 1. The reactor object comprises a number of assemblies, which
are made of subsections known as blocks, and which in turn contain
shaped components such as fuel pins, cladding, and coolant. Each component is linked to a material with temperature- and compositiondependent properties. Data management in the ARMI code system
simply involves reading and writing the state to the reactor model via the defined model interface. Standardizing this eponymous
reactor model interface is key to the multiphysics interoperability
of the ARMI code system, as any data passed through it lose their
code-specific character and become globally accessible.
An application programming interface (API) provides users and
programmers with intricate access to the entire reactor model.
Weighted averages of any state variable over any arbitrary selection
of the reactor are immediately available, and all-encompassing state
changes (e.g., changing coolant density) can be programmed in a
single statement.
A consistent and programmatically accessible material properties
database is essential for integrated reactor design. Material objects
have been created with various correlations embedded for thermomechanical properties: mass density, thermal expansion, heat
capacity, viscosity, thermal conductivity, Young’s modulus, yield
strength, and so forth. Physics modules that in the past may have
queried for sodium properties at a region’s current temperature now
only query for coolant properties. Thus, with a single line change to
the input, a module that had been computing the sodium density
coefficient of reactivity instantly computes the fluoride salt density
coefficient of reactivity. A feature to automatically evaluate the ranges of the correlations and print them to a report for offline use has
also proven valuable. In addition, the intricate link to the materials
library allows for automatic and consistent thermal expansion from
cold, as-manufactured dimensions to hot, full-power dimensions, or
anywhere in between.

Fig. 1. The ARMI reactor model composite pattern in hexagonal geometry.

†

A widely used programming language created by Guido van Rossum in 1991.
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Physics solvers typically offer a variety of geometric approximations. Accordingly, the ARMI code system can convert the reactor
state to and from various geometric representations. The converters
perform automated (and tested) mass-conserving transformations
eliminating the possibility of manual conversion errors. This feature
can convert three-dimensional (3D) hexagonal cases into equivalent
one-dimensional (1D), or cylindrical models (e.g., for ultra-high energy resolution, low spatial resolution simulations) if required for
nuclear interaction probability preparations in certain regions or
conditions, as depicted in Fig. 2. The possibility of maintaining 3D
geometry for cross-section generation also remains.

physical interdependencies (e.g., between thermal power production and required coolant flow); however, the proper ordering is
ill-defined in many coupled physics problems.
The design of the interface stack (depicted in Fig. 3) allows, for
example, a module for nuclear depletion to be swapped out for a
different module of higher fidelity or with an independent methodology. The other physics modules will interact with any new module
without modification. Such swaps are frequently used for sensitivity
studies, independent verification, and major upgrades, and for problems outside of a module’s domain. A high-level listing of the modules and adapters in the ARMI code system is provided in Table 1.

2.2. Interface stack

3. Physics modules

The interface stack consists of physics modules and bookkeeping
routines that maintain a self-consistent reactor model. The order
and specific modules enabled during an individual ARMI simulation
are dependent upon user input and the desired engineering evaluation. The interface stack invokes the user-specified modules at
various simulation times (e.g., beginning-of-life, beginning-of-cycle,
middle-of-cycle, end-of-cycle, and end-of-life). Ordering is set by

A large number of physical interactions take place inside a nuclear core, spanning many orders of magnitude, both spatially and temporally. A neutron with a lifetime of 3 × 10−7 s may cause a fission
that releases its decay heat over the following 3 × 1012 s. Gamma
rays from the decaying fission products may asymmetrically heat a
shield structure, causing it to mechanically bow and pinch the core
assemblies, challenging fuel management. Coolant emerging from
neighboring assemblies with different powers may mix turbulently,
inducing thermal striping on instrumentation above the core. Many
such coupled interactions must be considered together in order to
effectively design a nuclear reactor.
3.1. Neutronics

Fig. 2. An as-designed fuel assembly with its ARMI-generated 1D equivalent representation used in ultra-high energy resolution lattice physics simulations. Automatic conversions such as these are essential when modeling complex cores containing
multiple different assembly designs.

The nuclear chain reaction occurring in the core serves as the
heat source for the plant. The nuclear simulations must determine
the spatial distribution of the neutrons, their speed, their direction
of travel, and the rate with which they are undergoing various interactions (i.e., scattering, capture, fission, etc.) with the surrounding
nuclei. The fission and capture rates determine the heat generation
and fuel burnup rate, while the scattering interactions are strongly

Fig. 3. A depiction of the interface stack operating on the reactor model.
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Table 1
Overview listing of ARMI modules.
Module type

Module name

Framework

Reactor model
Material library and thermal expansion
Loose and tight physics coupling
History tracking and summaries
Database storage of results
Multi-objective optimization
Nonlinear regressions

Neutronics adapter

MC2/DIF3D/REBUSa
MCNPXa

Neutronics

Fuel-shuffling design and optimization
Fast equilibrium fuel cycle iteration
Parallelized depletion solver
Microscopic cross-section manager
Fission product models
Fuel cycle economics
Pin-level flux reconstruction
Reactivity effects of distortions
Sensitivity coefficients
Uncertainty quantification
Intrinsic source
Gamma source generation
λ-eigenmode expansion perturbation theory

Thermal/hydraulics adapter

COBRAa (communicating subchannel)
MONGOOSEb (communicating subchannel)

Thermal/hydraulics

Subchan (non-communicating subchannel)
Thermo (simple 1D)
Flow-orificing system

Fuel performance adapter

FEASTa
ALCHEMYb (detailed)

Fuel performance

CRUCIBLE (simple)

Core mechanical adapter

NUBOWa

Core mechanical

OXBOW

Transient analysis adapter

SASSYS/SAS4Aa (plant & transients)
DIF3D-Ka (spatial kinetics)
RELAP5a

Transient analysis

Reactivity coefficients
Control rod worth, shutdown margin
Frequency stability margin

Visualization

XTVIEW

a

Adapter to off-the-shelf third-party code.
b
Adapter to in-house TerraPower code.

correlated to radiation dose and material damage. The ARMI code system is flexible in the type of reactor that can be modeled, but because
most TerraPower designs involve fast neutrons, the ARMI code system
contains external code adapters for the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)’s steady-state fast reactor physics suite, including MC2 [5],
DIF3D/VARIANT [6], and REBUS [7], to simulate these events in the
nuclear chain reaction under various numerical approximations at a
snapshot in time. Given the basic details of the neutron and photon
populations, ARMI neutronics modules perform various calculations
chosen from Table 1 according to the analysis under consideration.
In judging the merits of advanced reactor designs, it is necessary to
understand the fleet performance of a plant as well as the early performance of a first-of-a-kind reactor. The fuel cycle equilibrium state,
in which the charge and discharge material of a reactor becomes fully
repetitive decades into operation, provides a useful representation of
the nth-of-a-kind fleet performance, and is thus a target for designers
to approach with explicit cycle-by-cycle treatments. To support this
essential mode, the ARMI code system contains a new module based
on the REBUS methodology [8] to compute the equilibrium fuel cycle
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implicitly, allowing rapid analysis and iteration.
Fuel management represents a very large problem space, especially in certain advanced reactors such as the TWR. The challenge of
starting a core on enriched 235U and transitioning through the breedand-burn process into a 239Pu fuel while maintaining relatively
constant power, reactivity, and cooling distribution is only practical
to meet with a vast set of computations. The internally developed
adaptive fuel management routines in the ARMI code system leverage our supercomputer facility to simulate hundreds of potential
fuel management choices in parallel for a 60-year plant lifetime. In
fact, this was the first task that the ARMI code system was applied
to in the TerraPower program. Human and machine intelligence are
relied upon (mostly heuristically) to determine the choices to be
evaluated in the current implementation, but the problem is ripe for
advances in machine learning.
Like the other physics modules, the nuclear simulations depend
on the physical layout and composition of the core. Uniquely, however, evaluated nuclear data are required to properly model the nuclear
interactions. Difficult measurements of neutron-nuclide interaction
rates versus incident neutron energy have been supplemented with
nuclear physics models by various research institutions and national
laboratories worldwide, resulting in data libraries such as the Evaluated Nuclear Data File [9]. To consider sensitivities and tolerances
related to these data, the ARMI code system contains an uncertainty quantification (UQ) module that processes and propagates
uncertainties based on the work of the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA)
Subgroup 33 (SG33) [10]. A comparison of our implementation with
the SG33 benchmark defined in Ref. [10] is shown in Fig. 4.
A TerraPower-modified version of the MCNPX radiation transport
code [11] is used for some verification tasks as well as for certain
reference criticality and shielding calculations [12]. The modifications made focused on runtime optimization, fuel management, fuel
performance coupling, and mass conservation, and led to the ability
to run roughly 106 independent depletion regions efficiently on 103
processors. The ARMI code system can write detailed input files for
this code, allowing the rapid creation of very complex models. Like
all physics solvers, the ARMI code system can be extended to automate other Monte Carlo tools as well.
3.2. Thermal/hydraulics
The heat released from the fissioning nuclei must be transported

Fig. 4. The ARMI nuclear data UQ module benchmarked against OECD/NEA SG33 results for various experimental facilities and measurements.
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to the power conversion system at the rate it is produced. Flowing
coolants such as water, liquid metal, gas, or molten salt are typically
employed for this purpose. The coolant flow characteristics determine the specifications of major equipment such as pumps and heat
exchangers.
The fuel-to-coolant area ratio inside the fuel assemblies is chosen carefully, with tradeoffs between the nuclear chain reaction and
flow rate being considered. Because coolant pressure is proportional
to the square of flow velocity, designs pushing for high-speed coolant must have stronger (i.e., thicker) structural members, which
impede aspects of the nuclear chain reaction.
Coupled reactivity effects between the nuclear chain reaction
and the coolant can be very strong. When coolant is heated, thermal
expansion decreases its density, and neutron moderation by scattering is diminished. In water-cooled slow-neutron reactors, this
is a negative feedback, as the coolant is depended upon as a neutron moderator. Neutrons that slow down in the coolant, protected
from parasitic captures in 238U, can efficiently fission 235U fuel upon
reentering the pins. Conversely, the coolant density feedback in
fast-neutron reactors is generally positive: Faster neutrons release
more secondary neutrons per fission and are less likely to be parasitically captured.
Subchannel analysis (i.e., analysis of coolant temperature and
flow between fuel pins) is performed in the ARMI code system in
a variety of levels of fidelity, depending on the use case. A simple
non-communicating subchannel module provides rapid scoping
results, while multi-assembly communicating subchannels with
inter-assembly heat transfer cases may be run for higher-fidelity
analysis. The high-fidelity treatment involves passing continuous
pin-level power distributions from the ARMI code system to a
TerraPower-developed single-phase subchannel code called MONGOOSE. Computational fluid dynamics models and experiments
are used to generate the correlations used in the subchannel codes.
MONGOOSE currently features correlations specific to sodiumcooled fast reactors and validation efforts specific to the TWR,
although single-phase correlations for other fluids can be supplied.
The fuel management challenge in the first-generation TWR design is constrained by fixed coolant orificing below each assembly
position. Detailed analysis requires a two-pass simulation over the
plant lifetime. On the first pass, orifice settings are allowed to vary at
each cycle to bring the peak cladding temperature (including 2-sigma
uncertainty) to its design limit in each assembly. The maximum flow
rate in each position is recorded in preparation for the second pass,
which optimizes several discrete orifice zones and settings such that
no assembly will surpass its limiting temperature at any point in
the plant life. Due to the burden of doubling the simulation work,
orificed cases are typically only performed after large design sweeps
have settled in on a preferred set of shuffles. By their modular design,
the flow-orificing routines in the ARMI code system may be activated
during implicit equilibrium fuel cycle cases, providing realistic orifice
settings to begin a fuel management design iteration.
3.3. Fuel performance
The nuclear fuel system, comprising the fuel and the surrounding cladding, experiences the most extreme thermal, radiation, and
chemical environment in the plant. Changes in the fuel system must
be well understood in order to meaningfully design any reactor.
TerraPower handles fuel performance through two tools: ALCHEMY and CRUCIBLE [13]. ALCHEMY is a highly detailed finiteelement-based mechanistic model of one fuel pin, informed by a
database of historical irradiated fuel examinations. The ARMI code
system provides lifetime power and coolant temperature histories
as boundary conditions, and ALCHEMY determines internal porosity,
fission gas release, temperature, stress, and strain.

ALCHEMY runs are intensive, and are therefore not directly coupled into the primary ARMI loop. Instead, the CRUCIBLE module was
created as a low-order surrogate, informed by ALCHEMY results. It
runs at every time step in the interface stack, updating the burnupdependent cladding strain, axial fuel strain, fission gas release, thermal bond movement (if applicable), cladding corrosion, and fuel
thermal conductivity. These state variables have appreciable effects
on reactivity and the temperature field, and more generally on the
overall feasibility of a design; therefore, they must be coupled into
any advanced reactor design tool.
3.4. Mechanical and seismic analysis
Mechanical interactions of core assemblies and their support
structures are coupled strongly into reactor development efforts.
Mechanical calculations are required in core design for the following
reasons: ① Assemblies must maintain hold-down during normal
operation, given upward forces from coolant flow; ② the pressures
exerted by the coolant cause inelastic deformations of the assemblies,
which can lock up the core and cause long (and expensive) delays in
fuel management during an outage; and ③ radial/bowing expansion
reactivity feedback is an important component of fast reactor safety
and handling loads. As the interacting load-pads above the core heat
in a transient, thermal expansion pushes them apart. Changes in fuel
positioning relative to the neutron flux gradients are complex, and
can vary to the degree that corresponding reactivity effects switch
signs at different power-to-flow ratios during startup. This behavior is
also highly dependent on core restraint design (i.e., whether the design is of the free flowering or limited free bow configuration).
Integrated reactor design necessitates a close coupling with
mechanical analysis. In the ARMI code system, this is accomplished
analogously to the fuel performance. A high-fidelity, long-running
finite element analysis mechanical code called OXBOW [14] has
been developed that receives the input temperature, dose, and flow
histories of one of the collections of assemblies from the ARMI code
system. Detailed evaluations are performed over a design space,
where it computes stresses, elastic/plastic strains, and geometric
distortions as functions of power, flow, and irradiation history. Any
arbitrary distortions from a power ascent or steady state, or even
resulting from an earthquake, can be exported back into the ARMI
code system for a follow-on analysis that uses new and sophisticated methods to compute the reactivity effects. A fast-running,
correlation-based distortion module based on OXBOW results runs
during normal ARMI runs, providing indications of distortions for
design optimization.
3.5. Safety and transient analysis
A variety of analyses are required to understand the operational
and off-normal behavior of the plant, such as how it responds when
a pump or turbine trips. Safety and transient analyses are a primary
focus of regulatory and licensing activities, and are therefore absolutely essential in an integrated design tool.
In the ARMI code system, transient analysis features the SASSYS
code [15], which was originally developed by ANL in support of the
US fast reactor program. The ARMI reactivity coefficient module
automatically computes kinetics parameters required for coupled
neutronic-thermal/hydraulic transient analysis, including the delayed neutron fraction; prompt neutron lifetime; radial expansion
coefficient of reactivity; and 3D spatial distributions of fuel, structure, coolant, Doppler, and voided Doppler reactivity coefficients.
Combined with the reactor model assembly dimensions, fuel composition, and flow characteristics, the ARMI code system directly
writes the core sections of the SASSYS input. The plant model of
SASSYS is not currently created by the ARMI code system, but is
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appended to the input from a user-created file. We plan to continue
to expand the ARMI code system to animate aspects of the plant as
well as the core in the future.
With a complete SASSYS input file on hand, the ARMI code system executes one or more SASSYS cases. It can execute various
design-basis or beyond-design-basis transients (e.g., protected or
unprotected loss of flow, loss of heat sink, transient overpower) as
well as a series of cases at varied power/flow ratios to compute the
power defect. Sweeps of cases perturbing reactivity with variedfrequency oscillations are used to numerically compute the frequencydomain full-power transfer function of the plant, which is then fed
into the frequency stability ARMI module to estimate the gain and
phase stability margins—a key design parameter for any amplifierlike device.
Statistical sampling of the reactivity coefficients and other core
inputs is used to run hundreds of SASSYS cases in parallel on a
high-performance computer to determine target values of input
uncertainty. This provides the intelligence that drives uncertainty
targets, which in turn determine design choices, tolerance specifications, and desired nuclear data uncertainties.
4. Design optimization
Multi-objective design optimization (MDO) is in broad use in
many engineering fields. The integration and automation of physics
capabilities in the ARMI code system enables MDO on advanced nuclear reactor design.
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design-basis or beyond design-basis transients. This systems-level
degree of automation turns out to be extremely valuable when used
in conjunction with a supercomputer.
4.2. Surrogate model
As expected due to nuclear reactor complexity, ARMI simulations
contain many independent and dependent variables. To evaluate
various tradeoffs (e.g., in a generic function minimization routine),
a fast-acting surrogate model trained on the results of a parameter
sweep is necessary. For this, the ARMI code system uses the alternating conditional expectation (ACE) [16], a nonlinear, non-parametric
regression model. ACE is a purely statistical model that is capable
of teasing out dependencies that other forms of regression struggle
with. In addition to producing accurate and fast regression models
for optimization, the intermediate transform functions of the independent variables provide analysts with deep intuition about the
shape and relative magnitudes of, for example, how changes in fuel
dimensions (fuel smear density) and feed enrichment affect the critical equilibrium cycle length in a TWR design versus a reduction of
the radial core size (number of assemblies), as demonstrated in Fig. 5.
The ARMI code system performs one ACE regression of each of
the n dependent variables functions of m independent variables.
Once built, this set of regressions represents a continuous surrogate
of the parameter sweep. Any provided combination of design inputs
instantly yields a full set of reactor performance metrics.
4.3. Physical programming

4.1. Parameter sweeps
In conceptual and preliminary design, engineers produce a series
of hypotheses aimed at improving product performance. The ARMI
parameter sweep capabilities offer a powerful tool for analyzing and
evaluating such hypotheses. The user specifies the bounds of a multidimensional region of interest in terms of dimensions, compositions, fuel management parameters, power level, or any other input.
The ARMI code system then samples the design space and runs full
analyses at many points.
For the TWR design, the ARMI code system is capable of computing the critical equilibrium fuel cycle (with coupled fuel performance, etc.), generating reactivity coefficients, and running a set of

Given the rapid surrogate model of the design space, the actual
MDO process begins. Established optimization methods operate robustly, but decisions must be made to weight the multiple objective
functions. Tradeoffs are fundamental to engineering, but specifying
meaningful relative weighting of levelized cost of electricity against
core damage frequency is not straightforward, although results are
highly sensitive to the choice of weights. Accordingly, the ARMI
code system implements physical programming [17], an algorithm
that translates meaningful engineering preferences into consistent
weighting functions. The resulting aggregate objective function may
then be optimized using standard methods to identify optimal design tradeoffs.

Fig. 5. Results of an ACE run showing the dependence of three design variables on the critical equilibrium cycle length in a TWR design. The images together show that (a) radial core size (number of assemblies) is the dominant variable and more assemblies lead to longer cycle lengths; (b) higher feed enrichment (up to 5% 235U) reduces cycle length,
although less rapidly than core size; and (c) increasing fuel smear density reduces cycle length, but only by a fraction of what the other two controls can do. The intermediate ACE
transform variables are shown on the y-axis.
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4.4. Speed of design iterations
The speed with which reactor designers can complete a design
is often limited by the time between a proposed change and the results of the corresponding analysis. The ARMI code system enables
rapid full-system feedback and, with it, rapid design progression.
The ARMI code system typically provides 3D equilibrium analysis
feedback within roughly 2 h and detailed cycle-by-cycle results over
a 40-year plant lifetime within 8 h. Thus, major design iterations
may proceed on a daily basis as necessary.
5. Quality assurance
Computer code verification and validation (V&V) is a critical step,
both in that it demonstrates satisfactory compliance with design
requirements during the preliminary phase of reactor design, and in
that it supports the definitive safety analysis required for licensing.
The ARMI software is controlled under an internal procedure guided
by the ASME NQA-1-2008 [18] and NQA-1a-2009 [19] standards.
5.1. Verification tests
The requirements of each ARMI module are proposed and documented based on identified reactor design, analysis, and licensing
needs. A test suite comprising unit tests and in-use tests has been
developed to demonstrate the satisfaction of each requirement. Each
test is explicitly linked to one or more requirements, and an automated requirements traceability matrix is maintained. Identifying
regressions due to ongoing development is an essential secondary
use of this test suite.
5.2. Experimental validation
The validation of advanced reactor models against neutronics

experiments is challenged by the relative shortage of high-quality
data. Some of the best data have been compiled by the International
Reactor Physics Experiment Evaluation Project (IRPhEP) [20]. The
first phase of validation for the TWR is ongoing, and involves the
evaluation of various experimental benchmarks from the IRPhEP,
supplemented by other experimental data obtained on contract. Key
facilities identified as relevant for TerraPower’s first reactor are discussed in Ref. [21]. A satisfactory benchmark comparison of the spatial 235U reaction rates in the BFS-73-1 experiment from the IRPhEP
is shown in Fig. 6.
Advanced reactors have historically relied upon measurements
from dedicated critical mockups of their core. Today, previous experience, high-fidelity modeling, and more complete nuclear data
evaluations permit the consideration of relying only upon historical
experiments for nuclear validation. To this end, a strong argument
must be built demonstrating the applicability of the experiments to
the target reactor system. This argument can be built from a nuclear
standpoint by comparing sensitivity coefficients between nuclear
data and integral measurements, as formalized in the representativity factor [9]. Nuclear data covariance available in the ENDF/B-VII.1
library has progressed to the point that meaningful estimations of
data uncertainty can be made in software, although additional development is required.
Nuclear experiments aside, it must be noted that much additional
work is required in building experimental databases to complement
models. Associated with the V&V activities, TerraPower is carrying
out a large array of technology development-testing programs at
dozens of institutions. These cover fuel and materials development
and testing, full-size fuel bundle manufacturing and sodium flow
tests, controls and diagnostics, and many others [3]. For example,
the test rig at the TerraPower laboratory, shown in Fig. 7, applies
forces and temperature gradients to full-size assemblies and precisely measures the displacements in order to validate the OXBOW
module.

Fig. 6. A comparison of calculated (C) and experimentally measured (E) 235U reaction rates (normalized) in the BFS-73-1 experiment. Calculated results include 0-dimensional
homogenized (hom) and one-dimensional (1D) cross-section treatments in hexagonal prism (HexZ) geometry in hand-built reference and ARMI-generated models. Root mean
squared (RMS) deviations from the experimental values below 2% were observed.
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cation work is ongoing, both in software quality and in the evaluation
of past and current experiments. The ARMI code system has proven to
be an invaluable tool as the TWR design moves toward licensing and
construction, and will support TWR plant operation in the future. It is
also providing value as new innovative concepts mature.
Nuclear reactor design, construction, and operation have relied
heavily on computer systems and will continue to do so. Software
models started simply, gained sophistication, and are now acting as
truly integrated full-system tools. Future systems will undoubtedly
feature artificial intelligence, leveraging integrated models such
as the ARMI code system to a level at which physically consistent
conceptual designs can be fully automated, given user-input basic
characteristics and performance targets. It is possible to envision the
operating plants that will use such models being coupled to instrumentation and control systems in order to ensure smooth, efficient,
and safe operations.
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5.3. Continuous integration and policies
The ARMI code system is still under heavy development. It is
imperative to both maintain the quality and retain the value of V&V
activities done on previous releases. The ARMI development team
requires code review of all software changes in the ARMI code system by an appropriately skilled engineer. Our source code repository
is hosted internally on a system that facilitates code reviews, access
controls, and other policies. The ARMI development team only permits code from the released code branch to be used in formal design analysis. Desired reactor analyses often precede released new
features, and cutting-edge or exploratory analysis is permitted on
prototypic code branches; however, any results that lead to a design
decision must be supported by the released code.
The ARMI development team utilizes continuous integration (CI)
techniques, borrowed from the software industry, which perform
automated building, testing, and health-checking of the codes that
are implemented for this purpose. The CI system automates many
tasks, including the execution of tests upon code review request.
Once new code is approved by the reviewer and goes live, the CI
system executes the full test suite and provides feedback to update a
baseline for future changes. Every night, the CI system also executes
tests to identify any environment changes. Finally, to ensure that
prior V&V activities remain valid, the CI system executes the full validation suite and the current baseline reactor design cases. Various
code health and stability metrics are tracked in detail.
6. Conclusions
TerraPower has applied modern software engineering practices
to build an integrated reactor design system. This system grew from
a fuel management routine into a full-system framework capable
of rapid, high-fidelity, and consistent analysis. While many of the
physics solvers currently in use are relevant for sodium-cooled fast
reactors, numerous general modules of the system are applicable to a
wide variety of reactors, from the conceptual phase through the detailed engineering design, and on to operation. Validation and verifi-
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